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Riassunto. Lo studio quantitativo dei foraminiferi planctonici
rinvenutì nell'intervallo Zzncleano (biozone M Pl 1- base M Pì 3) de1
Pozzo TPM, effettuato in carotaggio continuo ad Est di Capo Rossel-
lo (Agrigento, Sicilia), ha permesso di ottenere une accurate ciclostra-
trgrafia ed di rìconoscere che la posizione degli eventi biostratìgrafici
a plancton calcareo corrisponde agli stessi cicli giìr identi{icati in pre-
cedenza da altri autori. In ogni ciclo litologico nel quale sono stati
rpotrzzati due cicii di precessione sono state rinvenute due fluttuazio-
ni di GLobigerinoìdes spp. Penanto il nurnero di fluttuazioni identifi-
..,1^ ; ,..'.i^'" ,l"l 
^"-Ff, 
,l^: 
^r .l; l;, -l^-1 .: f ^1.,"i. i Oel clCll lltOlOglcl. lnlattl. Sono presentl
35 cicli litologici tra la bese del Pliocene e la prirna comparsa di Glo-
borotalia puncticuLata mentre sono stati riconosciuti 38 fluttuazioni
der forarnrmferi planctonici nello stesso intervallo.
Il confronto delle abbondanze relative dei GLobigerinoides spp.
con quelle dei foraminiferi bentonici ha evidenziato delle fluttuazioni
di questi ultìrni attnbuibili ai cicli astronomici clell'eccentricità
(400.000 anni) e della precessione. In particolare, BN > 125 pm e la
distribuzione qlìàntitetiva dr P\anu/ina arinLinensis sembrano legate
alla eccentricità, mentre le abbondanze relative di Sipbonina reticula'
ta, Cibicidoides bradyi, PuLlenia bulloides e Uoigerina plgmaed sembra-
no generrlmente iegrte ri cicli di precessione, In panicolare, questa
relrzjone è piu e.'idente durante i periodi coincidenti a rnassimi di
eccentricità, mentre risulta non in fase durante gli intervalli corri-
spondenti e minirni dell'eccentricità dell'orbita.
La distribuzione àt Siphonina reticulata è molto abbondante
ed arnpiamente diffusa in diverse aree del Mediterraneo nell'arnbiente
epibatiale durante il Pliocene inferiore e medio, rnentre il genere si
riduce forternente nel Nord Atlantico a partire dal Miocene medio in
coincidenza dell'aumento e stabìltzzaz:tone della Northen Compo-
nent 1Wàter (o proto Nonh Atlantic Deep lVater). Pertanto, nor consr-
deriamo questa specie quasi-endemica del bacino del Mediterraneo in
questo intervailo temporaie. Nel1'analisi delle associezioni la distribu-
zione di S. reticuLata risulta anticovariante con quella di C. brayi"ro'
bertsonianus, che è considenta unr specie crrrtteristica de1la North
Atlantic Deep \later (NAD\7). Questa relazione ci suggerisce che du-
rante il Pliocene inferiore e medio potesse essere presente nel Medi-
terreneo una particolare massa d'ecqua intermedia. Not proponrarno
per qllesta massa d'acqua il norne di Early Pliocene Mediterranean
Intermediate lVater (EPMI\í). Poiché i dati di letteratura ripor-tano
una brusca rrduzione in abbondanza clì questa specie durante la bio-
zona M P1 5, noi supponiamo che queste massa d'acqua (EPMI\fl)
fosse presente ne1 bacino del Mediterraneo fìno a circa 2.5 Ma.
Abstrarr. Cyclo'rrur ìgnphv brsed on rhe qurntitlive rnrìyses
of planktonic foraminifera in the Zancìean segment (M Pl 1- base of
M Pl 3 biozones) of the bore-hole drilled rn the Capo Rossello area
(Sicrly, Southern Italy) allows us to recognize that the calcereous
plankton biostratigraphic evenrs occur in the s:me cycles es identi-
fied by previous authors. Exceptional thick cycles which are thought
to represent two precession cycles ihow two fluctuations of Globige-
rinoides spp. Therefore the number of identified fluctuations is grer-
ter than the number of lithologic cycles. Between the base of the
Pliocene and the first occurrence oi Glaborotalia ?l4ncticulatd thrrry-
five lithologic cycles and thirty-eight planhtonic forarninifera fluctua-
tions are present.
Rw comnerisnn wrrh relative abundance fluctuations ol Globi-
gerinoicles spp., a clear relationship between the relative abundance
fluctuations in the benthic forarninifera and the astronornical record
is recognized. In panicular, the BN > 125 ptm and tb,e P/anulina ari'
rninensis quantitàtive distributions are related to the long eccentrr-
city. Conversely, the relative abundance fluctuations oÍ Siphonina re-
ticuLara, Cibicidoides bradyi, Pullenia bulloides and Uvigerina pygiltdea
appear to be generally forced by the precession periodicrty, but ìn the
intervais coincident with the eccentricity minima such a relationship
is less clear.
The very ebundant and widespread distribution in several Me-
diterranean sites of .9. reticwLata, whrch we consider a quasi-endemic
species of this basin during the Eerly and Micldle Pliocene rs antrco-
variant with the quantitative distribution oÍ Cibicidoides bradyi'ro'
bertsonianus, which is considered a characteristic species of the
North Atlantic Deep !(ater (NAD\X/). This relationship suggests that
a peculiar, intermediate water rnass e'as present in the Mediterranean
during thìs time interval. \We propose for this water mass the name
of Early Pliocene Mediterranean Intermediate \7ater (EPMIIX/). Ac-
cording to bibliographic data that report the sharp clecrease in abun-
dance of S. reticulata during the M Pl 5 biozone, EPMIW wes pre-
sent in tlìe Mediterranean basin until about 2.5 Me.
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Introd uction.
The Rosseilo composite secrion (Langereis &
Hilgen, 1991) is the reference section for the biostrati-
graphy and cyclostratigraphy of the Zancle,rn and Piacen-
zian stratigraphic intervals, berween 5.33 Ma and 2.6 Ma.
In the outcrops of the Capo Rossello area the "Trubi"
marls, which cover a time interval between 5.33 Ma and
3.2llla, display a rhythmic quadripartite gray- white-bei-
ge-white color alternation, with the gray and beige parts
which are CaCOr poor (Hrlgen, 1987; Hilgen Ec Lange-
reis, 1988; De Visser er al., 1989; Hilgen, 1991; Hrlgen &
Langereis, 1993) and with the gray parts slightly enriched
in Corg (De Visser et al., 1,989; Van Os et aI., 1994). The
generally easily recogn izable calcareous-marls lithologic
cycles of the "Trubi" marls and the marls-"saprope1s"
lithologic couplets of the lower part of the overlying
Monte Narbone Formation allowed Hilgen and co-wor-
kers to propose a well founded cyclostratigraphic inter-
pretetion of the corresponding time intervai (Hilgen,
1qqll Th.-, 
"n..^1^,^A each lithologic small scale c,vcle to
one astronomical precession cycle, wrth the marly inter-
vals coincident with the precession minima (Hilgen,
1991; I-ourens et al., 1996). Only in a few; thicker than
normal lithologic cycles, the precession periodicity had
no sedimentary expression, and they were interpreted as
including two precession cycles. A total of 119 lithologic
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Fig. 1 - Location rnep of the Punta
di Maiata bore'hole. Map of
the Sicily: a) location o{ the
Capo Rossello; b) locations
of the bore-hole (solid circle)
and of the Punte di Maiata
and Punta Grande sections
(stars) of Hiigen (1987).
cycles (Hilgen 
,1991) and 130 complete precession cycles
(Lourens et al., 1996) were identified between the base of
the Pliocene and the base of the Gelasian. Since the orbi-
tal variations yield climatic modification, and the predo-
minant effects correspond to changes in seasonality (Ber-
ger, 1988), also the microfauna was affected by these orbi-
tal variations, and therefore Sprovieri (1.992, 1.993) tntro-
duced a different tool to identify the orbital cycles, based
on the relative abundance fluctuations o{ Globigerinoides
spp., which proved to be forced, in the lower Pliocene
stratigraphic interval, by the climatic variations induced
by the precession periodicity. To differenziate the abun-
dance cycles from the lithologic cycles, the term fluctua-
tion is used in this paper. The method is independent
from any sedimentary expression, àppears well suitable
to identify all the precession cycles, even in the composi-
te lithologic cycles, in which the precession had no sedi-
mentary expression. On the other hand, it does not a1-
low the more carbonatic interwals to be recognized,
which can be interpreted as indicative of the eccentricity
minima.
The Rossello composite section derived from seve-
ral segments, correlated in detail by lithologic, biostrati-
graphic and magnetostratigraphic methods. In order to
obtain only one, continuous section of the entire "Tru-
bi" marls, a bore-hole was drilled near Punta di Maiata
(Southern Sicily, Italy) (Fig. 1), with the purpose to cross
Integrated calcareous plankton biostratigraphy of the bore-hole. The vertical bar on the left indicates the rnterval disturbecl by
repeated slumos.
Punta di Maiata
ZancLean foramintferaL assembLages from Capo RosseLlo bore hole (Sicily)
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all the local Pliocene, down to the uppermost Messinian
Arenazzolo Formation. \fe present in this paper the bio-
sr r.rl igr.rphic rnd cyclostratigrlphic results oi t he study
obtained from the continuously recovered sediments of
the bore-ho1e.
The bore-hole.
The complete drilling resulted in 61 core-sections
(each about 3 rn thick), numbered from the top (Fig. 2).
The recovery of the bore-hole began some 8 meters
belov- the surface (mbs), below a Quaternary yellowish
calcarenitic bed which iocally cuts the Pliocene sequence.
The uppermost recovered sediments belong to the Monte
Narbone Formation. Tr.o blackish, sapropelitic levels
w-ere cored at about 16 and 18 mbs, respectively. The
lower level is correlatahle s-ith lithologic cycle 101 of
I{ilgen (1,991), because just ebor-e this level rhe LO (Last
Occurrence) of the benrhic foraminifer Cibicidoides ital.i-
czs occurs (see Zachariasse et al., 1989). Lithologic cycle
101 is not reported ;rs "sapropel" by Hilgen (1991), w-ho
identified sapropels levcis rt thr brsc' of cycles 1.02, tA3,
105, 106 and 1OZ. The lithologic cycle 101 dnlled in the
bore-hole is rich in pvritc (Fig.3), and in the benthic
foraminiferal assemblage thc rclative abundance of spe-
cies indicative of lon' oxvgen/high productivity environ-
^onr 
(l lttìoerìn, nor.orin"\ .t r..o],, i."."r.*. l,,.tr'hl ìs-
'.,",.5,]
hec'l data). 'fherefore, ,rlso c1'c1c 101 must be considered a
"sapropelitic" levei.
The "Trubi"/Monte Narbone bor.rndary r\'às cros-
sed at about 23 mbs. All the local "Trubi" thickness w-as
cored, down to 1.54.2a mbs, rvhere the boundary betu-een
the "Trubi" and the uppermost Messinian Arenazzolo
Formation was found. The bore-hole bottomed in the
Arentzzo\o Formation, rt 1.55.26 mbs. 'Ihe contact be-
tween the "Trubi" and tl-re Arenazzolo Formation hes a
dip of about 25o :rnd in the lo.r'errnost prrt of the "Trr-r-
bi" some sc;trered ni..ces of Arenazzolo are included in
the Pliocene matrix (Fig +) From 96 mbs to about the
rop of Lhc bore-h,'lc. ircqr-r.nt.ltrmps.ire prerent. n'hi.h
give rise to more or less \\ri1vy '.1nd contorted contàcts
L-'cts-een differentll' coiorecl lithologies. In the not distur-
bed sesment. the ctrlor of the secliments in the cut cores
varies between n'hitish cream ancl pale green, x'ith a ge-
ner;rllv gr,rdrr.rl rr.rnsìtion betr-een the two colors. Conse-
quently, the complete seqllence of lithologic cycles, gene-
rally so q-ell visible in the outcrop (Hilgen, 1991), is not
recogniz.rble in deteil in the fresh cores of the bore-hole,
q-hp.c *prtherino enrrl,i nol hrinl into eviderrce the rlter-,,.,' ,,,.,.5
nance olt more crrbon.rric (indrrrrtrd) rnd more m.rrly
(soft) beds.
Methodology.
Strategy of the location of the site. the drilling
operations of the bore-hole, cores handling, sample col-
lection,rnd prep,rr.ition. rnd qurnlilrt;ve methods ldop-
ted for the analyses r.ere described in detarl by Sgarrelh.
et aI. (1997) and by Barra et a1. (1998). Benthic foramini-
feral rnalyses for this pàper come from 1.62 samples, col-
lected at a mean interval of 25 cm. All the benthic speci-
mens were picked out, identifiecl and counted from the
fraction ) 125 pLm. Thc frection w;s split s-ith a micro-
splitter to yield a sr.rbsample containing more than 200
specimens. Taxon abundance is expressed as percentage to
the total fauna. The benthic number (BN) was calculated
ffin*mr
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Fig. 4 - Clontact between the "'Ii-ubi" ancì the Arenrzzolo Forma_
rron (core 60).
as the total nrÌrrrber of specimens in the fraction) 125 prrn per gram of dry sediment and reported as
Bl.I> 125 pLm. Relative abundance data of Globtgerinoides
spp. were elaborated by Fourier Spectral Analysìs end
filtered in the precession band, in order to identify the
relative abundance fluctuations forced by the precession
periodicity.
Chemical data.
Chemical analysis of the same samples used for
faunal anaiyses q,'as carried out by the "Regional X-ray
laboratory" (Queen's University of Belfast) using an SRS
303 X-ray spectrometer. For each sample twelve elements
were measllred, among v-hich we report percenrage va-
lues of CaCO:, Fe:O. and sulfur content (ppm). Since
the chemical data are compared with planktonic and
benthic foraminifera quantitarive distribution, then the
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relative curves are reported and discussed be1ow. The
CaCO; percentage values show numerous fluctlrations
along the section and in parriculàr four peaks v.irh high
carbonate content rrre recorded between about 123 and
114 mbs. Very high Fe:O; and sulfr.rr values are present
from the base of the bore-hole up to about 142 mbs and
they are relatively high from 1,lZ to about 135 mbs. They
decrease above this level, but w-ith another small increase
in the upper part, above 115 m.
Calcareous plankton biostratigraphy.
Planktonic foraminifera.
The cored inrerval r'..rs eesily zoned (Fig. 2) r,ith
reference to the biostratigr;rphic schcmes of Cita (I975),
amended by Sprovieri (f992) [or planktonic foraminifera
and by Rio et al. (1990a) for the calc,rreous n,rnnofossils.
The biostratigraphic bound;rries were identified with ac-
curàcy only in the lor,-er part of the section (belorv 96
mbs), dr-re to rhe rcctonic disturbance (slump$ in the
upper part, (Fig. Z). The segment berr.een the local base
of the Pliocene lnd I47.I2 mbs, coincident with the
FCO (First Cornmon C)ccurrcnce) of Globorota/ia tnar-
garttae, is ascribed to the M Pl 1 biozone, br-rt the b:rsal
part of the Pliocene is n'rissing: indeed, in the successions
in v.'hich the Pliocene is cornplete of the lowermosr parr,
two peaks of left coiled l',leoglohoquadrina acostaensis are
present, respectiveiy at rhe rransition betrv-een lithologrc
cycles or abundance fluctuarions 1-2 and 2-j (Di Stefano
et a1., 1996). On1,v one pcek of ieft coiled N. atostaensis
was recognized in the bore-hole at 15j.86 mbs by Sg.rrrel-
la et al. (1997), so rhar thev identified the lowermost
flr.rctuation of the relative abundance of G/obigertnoides
spp., at 153.57 mbs, with Hilgen's lithological cycle 3(Fig 5). The same authors numbered the flucruations
between cycle 3 and the FCO of Gt. nargaritae (base of
the M P1 2 biozone) w-ith a prorressive sequence of num-
bers and proposed the existance of two fluctuatrons 6a
and 6b, corresponding to lithologic cycle 6 in other sec-
tions (Di Stefano et :r1., 1996). In the bore-hole onlv
fluctuation 6b is present at 151.40 mbs, ber\€en the rop
of the acme o{ Sphaeroidine/lopsts spp. above and the base
of the Reticulofenestrrt pseudouiltbi/icus paracme below.
Fluctuations 6a and 6b in the complete sections can be
easily identified by rhe occurrence of (1) the acme of
Sphaeroidinellopsis spp. at the rop of fluctuation 6b, (2)
the base of the p:rracme of R. pseudoutnbillczs between
fluctuation 6a and 6b, (l) the I-O of Tiiquetrorhabdr.tlus
rugosus at the base of fluctuation 5 and (4) the upper
peak of left coiled ltl. acostaensi.s at the base of cycle 3 (Di
Stefano et a1.,1996). In Fig. 5, the interpretetion by Sgar-
rella et all. (1997) is plotted on the left and the interpreta-
tion proposed in this paper is plotted on the right. A
Zanclean foramintferal assembLages from Capo Rosse/lo bore hole (Sìcily)
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new and possibly more reliable interpretation for this
interwal of the bore-hole, is suggested which also takes
into account the new data of the distribution in this
segment of T rugosus, which disappears at t52.52 mbs,
coincident with the top of fluctuation 4. Fluctuations at
153.57 and 152.80 mbs occur in the upper part of core
60. Based on the presence of dominant left coiled speci-
mens of l'tr. acostaensis at 153.90 mbs (and never present
above), the fluctuation maximum at 153.57 is labeled
with number 3 (Di Stefano et al., 1996). On the assump-
tion of a continuous sedimentation within core 60, fluc-
tuation maximum at 152.80 mbs is labeled with number
4. This is supported by rhe presence ol T rugosus, which
in other Mediterranean sections (Di Stefano ef aI., !996;
Di Stefano, 1998) disappears with cycle 5. Fluctuations at
1.52.25 and at 151.10 mbs occur in core 59. A maximum
at 15i.10 mbs is labeled as fluctuation 6b, because of the
end of the SphaeroidinelLopsis acme interval at its toP and
Present paper
|ìinhinpnnnllpt cnn
Fig.5 - Reiative abundance fluctua-
tions of GLobigerinoides spp.
Comparison betn'een the in-
terpretetion of the M Pl 1
tril segnent proposed by Sgar-I reila et J. (1997) (on the
left) and in this paper (on
the right) is reponed in the
lower part.
of the base of the R. pseudoumbt-
licus paracme interwal at its base
(Di Stefano et al., 1996). The un-
derlying fluctuation ar 1'52.25
mbs was labeled with number 5
by Sgarrella et al. (tOW) (Fig. 5),
but the new data on the distri-
bution oÎ T rugosus in the se-
quence of the bore-hole prove
thlr r his species is not present in
the samples referred to this fluc-
tuation. Therefore these samples
are younger than the disappea-
rance of T rugosus, and younger
than fluctuation 5. Finally, fluc-
tuations at 1,52.24 mbs and at
151.40 mbs (respectively labeled
with number 5 and 6(b) by Sgar-
re1la et al., 1997) occur in the
srme core 59, which is l.l5 m
10 thick, Fluctuations at 153.57
9 and at 152.80 mbs (respectively
labeled with numbers 3 and 4 by
Sgarrella et aI., 1997) occur in
the upper part of the trnderlying
core 60. Therefore they are sepa-
rated from the overlying fluctua-
rions by a core break. AII rhese
considerations suggest that the lack of one fluctuation,
can be more likely the consequence of un-recovered sedi-
ments between the two cores. Ve conclude (Fig. 5) that
the fluctuation at 152.80 mbs, at the top of core 60, is
number 4 and that fluctuations at 1,52.25 and 151.10
mbs, in core 59, are 6a and 6b respectively. Fluctuation 5
is missing due to not recovered sediments between the
two cores 59 and 60. In the bore-hole the last occurrence
of T rugosus coincides with the top of fluctuation 4 and
is slightly older than its LO identified in the other sec-
tions (Di Stefano et aI., t996).
Globorotalia puncticulata first occurs at 122.2A
mbs, where the base of the M Pl 3 biozone is identified.
In the segment disturbed by slumps, the position of the
top of the M Pl 3 biozone is ambiguous, because Gú.
znargaritae is common up to 89 mbs, disappears between
89 and 81 mbs, is common again between 81 and 79 mbs
and is rare rp to 75 mbs (Fig. 2). It is difficult to decide
Sgarrella et sL, 1997
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whether the common presence of Gt. margaritae at 79
mbs represents the true LCO of the species or if it is
consequence of reworking due to the presence of slumps.
In other sections (Sprovieri, 1992; Ir-{llgen, 1991), in the
upper range of the common occuÍrence of Gt. margaritae
the species is continuously present. Therefore the upper
boundary of M Pl 3, defined by the LCO of Gt. margari-
tae (Sprovierl, 1992) is reported in Fig. 2 by an inclined
line. The last occurrence of Gr. puncticulata (which defi-
nes the top of the M Pl 4a biozone) is also uncertain. The
frequency of the species is high up to 60 mbs, where it
sharply decreases in abundance, but Gr. pwncticulata is
sporadically present, rare, in several samples above, up to
30 mbs (Fig Z) We tentatively recognize the top of M Pl
4a in coincidence of the sharp decrease in abundance of
Gt. puncticulata, and interpret the presence of the rare
specimens above this level as reworked. Finally, the last
occurrence of Spbaeroidinellopsis spp., which defines the
top of M Pl 4b, was found at 23 mbs. Only rare, scattered
specimens o{ Sphaeroidinellopsis spp. are present in the
topmost sampies. 
'Ve approximate the top of the M Pl 4b
biozone with the lithologic boundary between the "Tru-
bi" and Monte Narbone Formation. This boundary
could not be clearly identified in the cut cores. In the
Capo Rossello area this iithologic boundary practically
coincides with the extinction level of Spbaeroidinellopsis
spp. (Zachariasse er al., 1,989; Hilgen, 1991; Sprovieri,
1993; Lourens et aI., 1996).
Calcareous nannofossils.
The most important biostratigraphic events are re-
ported in Fig. 2. The calcareous nannofossil specíes Heli-
cosphaera sellii, tndicating the base of the MNN 13 biozo-
ne, first occurs at 123.80 mbs (Fig. 5), slightly below the
FO of Gt. punctìculafa. Consequently, the lower part of
the bore-hole is ascribed to the MNN 12 biozone. The
FCO of Discoaster asytnmetricus, which defines the base
of the MNN 14-15 6rozone, was identified at 93.20 mbs.
Finally, the base of the MNN 16a biozone, defined by
the LO o{ R. pseudoumbilicus, occurs at 81,.70 mbs. Other
109
Results of Fourier Spectral
Analysis on the quantitative
data of Globigerinoides spp.
useful, second order biostratigraphic events identified in
the bore-hole are the base and top of the Discoaster penta-
radiatus paracme, at 86 and 52 mbs, respectively, and the
LO of Spbenolitbus spp., af 76.50 mbs (Fig. 2).
Cyclostratigraphy.
The sequence of lithologic cycles, generally well
exposed in the Capo Rossello outcrops (Hilgen, 1991) is
not recognizable in detail in the fresh cut cores of the
bore-hole. Therefore, in order to identify the sequence
of the cycles, the methodoiogy proposed by Sprovieri
(1992, 1993) was followed, and the relative abundance
fluctuations of Globigerinotdes spp. were used to identify
each cycle. High relative abundance of Globigerinoides
spp. is interpreted as indicative of the "warm" part of
each cycle, and correlates with its marly interval. The
relative abundance fluctuations of Globigerinoides spp.
were estimated only in the segment below the interval
disturbed by the slumps, and cyclostratigraphic interpre-
tation 'was made only up to the FO of Gt. puncticulata.
Above this level no (bio)stratigraphic consrraints are
present that can support a cyclostratigraphic interpreta-
tion, and, unfortunately, paieomagnetic data could not
be obtained from the bore-hoie (Napoleone, personal
communication). Therefore, above the FO of Gt. puncti-
culata we only tentatively numbered the relative abun-
dance fluctuations between 122.20 and 108.83 mbs, sup-
ported by the CaCO: record, as discussed below. The
relative abundance fluctuations oÍ Globigertnoides spp.
are plotted in Fig 5. The quantitative data were elabora-
ted by Fourier Spectral Analysis (Fig 6) In order to.
avoid the basal hiatus, coincident with cycle 5, only the
intervai between 1.52.25 and 122.05 mbs was considered.
The results reported in Fig. 6 show high variance densi-
ty at 0.87 and 1.20 cycles/meter. They correspond to
the thickness of 1.15 m and 0.83 m respecrively for the
relative abundance fluctuations. These values are totally
comparable with the maximum and minimum thickness
of the lithologic cycle in the Rossello composite section
(Lourens et aI., 1996), correlated to the precession peri-
Zanclean foraminiferal assernblages from Capo Rossello bore hole (Sicily)
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Globigerinoides spp
odicrty by Hilgen (1991). Consequently this band of fre-
quency for the sequence of relative abundance fluctua-
tions is related to the astronomical precession peri-
odicity and the original data were filtered in the preces-
sion band (fig Z) This procedure al1ows us to identify
all the cycles induced by this Miiankovitch fundamental
periodicity. The comparison of the relative abundance
fluctuations o[ G/obigerinoides spp. to the precession
astronomical record is given in Fig. 8. For this paper we
selected the astronomical curve (La901r,4) obtained by
Lourens et aI. (1996\ for the 65" N summer insolation
from the astronomic solution of Laskar (1,990).
Between the base of the Pliocene and the FO of
Ct. puncLiculata thirty-iive lirhologic cycles were repor-
ted by Hilgen (1.991), with cycles 6, 21. and 22 each rn-
cludrng two precession cycles. In the left part of Fig. 9
Fig.7 - Quantitative drta of GLobige.
rinoides spp. filtered in the
precession band. Dashed line
: percenr values of Globige.
rnoides spp. Thick conti-
nous line : filtered data in
the pr€cer\ion frequency
band. The filtered interval
includes all the frequencies
ber neen 0.8 rnd l.ìJ i1 -
cles/meter.
the code numbers of the litho-
logic cycles proposed by Hilgen
(1991) are followed to labe1 the
relative abundance flucruatrons
of Gbbigerinoides spp., and the
corlple of fluctuations included
in lithologic cycles 6, 21, and 22
are distinguished with letters
"a" rnd "b". Consequently rhe
FO oi CL. puncLiculara is coinci-
dent wiLh the upper perL oi
flucttration 35. On rhe righr
side of Ftg. 9, the relative abun-
dance fluctuations of Globigeri-
noides spp. are progressively
numbered, without the "a" and
"b" distinction. Consequentiy,
the FO of Gt. puncticu/ata oc-
curs in the upper part of fluc-
tuation 38. Sprovieri (1993) did
not identify the two fluctua-
tions 6a and 6b, and correlated
the FCO of Gt. margaritae with
the top of fluctuation 10. The-
re[ore, in the C;rpo Sp,rnivenro
section the base of the M Pl 2
biozone was correlated with
fluctuation 10 (Fig. 10, left srde)
and the four fluctuations labe-
led as 21a, 211t, 22a and ZZb in the left part of Fig. 9,
were reported as number 21,, 22, 23 ar'd 24, aII within
the Srdui;aÌl paÌeomagnetic inter-val. Finally, the FO of
Gt. puncticulata was identified in the upper part of a
fluctuation to which number 36 was ascribed. If no "a"
and "b" distinction is used to 1abel relative abundance
fluctuations that occur in the same lithologic cycle, the
FCO of Gt. margaritae, and the base of M Pl 2, coinci-
des with the top of fluctuation 11 (Fig. 9) and therefore
the fluctuation in which the FO oÍ Gt. puncticulata oc-
curs in the Capo Spartivento section would be labeled
with number 37 (left side in Fig. 10). The detailed se-
quence of fluctuations in the Rossello bore-hole proves
that the FO of Gt. puncticu/ata occúrs ar the top of
fluctuation 38. We concir,rde that one fluctuation was
lost in the cyclostratigraphic interpretation of the Capo
ci;(!
EL
u
0I
(J
(!
o
z
z
Spartivento section proposed by Sprovieri (1993). Ve
suggest that in the segment between fluctuations 36 and
37 reported in the right side of Fig. 10, where samples
spacing increases and no lithologic cycles are distinctly
present, one fluctuation was not detected. In conclusion,
38 relative abundance fluctuations ol Globigerinoides
snn ,re nresent between the base of the Pliocene and
the FO o{ Gt. puncticulata.
The fluctuations recorded above the FO of Gt.
puncticulata are confirmed by the CaCOr record. Hilgen
Ec Langereis (1989) reported the total CaCO: record in
the Rossello composite section of the Pliocene "Trubi".
The four peaks with high carbonate content between
about 123 and 114 mbs (Fig. 11) can be clearly correlated
with the four peaks reported by Hilgen & Langereis
(19S9. p. 41 1, fig. 2) between cycles 35 and 42. Therefore,
we tentatively numbered the relative abundance fluctua-
tions of Globigerinoides spp. between 1,22.20 and 108.83
mbs. marked bv an asterisk.
lll
Cornprrison of r he rndi"'-
dLr:L rel:tive :bundrnce {ltr.-
tlrîtion of Globigerinoides
spp. with the precession ,rnd
eccentricìty record.
Chronology.
By correlation of the rela-
iive abundance lluctuations to
the rstronomical precession re-
cord (Fig. 8), the age of each
fluctuation can be estimated.
Consequently, the astronomical
,rpe of e,rch hioevent rhat coinci-
des with one relative abundance
l-luctuation of Globigerinoides
spp. crn be obtained. They are
reported in Table 1. Due to the
different reference used to esti-
m:rlc lhcsc roo. th",r r.o.lrohtl.,*t'."''..'-/
Jifferent from rhe ages reported
by Sprovieri (1993) and are in
rorepmènr *titL tLo r,
-r'^--.^.-^.. *èes rePor-
ted by I-ourens et al. (1996).
Onlv the .rpe of the FCO of Ct.
-'..-/..^'
tnargaritae is different, due to a
different interpretation of the
FCO event of rhis snecies. Ac-'^'."'}.
cording to Lourens et al. (tlle)
it coincides with lithologic cycie
1.2 (o,:r fluctuation 13), but we
recognize this bioevent in the
rrnner nrrt of flrret rtalion ll
(lithologic cycle 10 of Lourens et
a1., 1996).In this cycle Gt. ntar-
garitae, vinuelly absent in rhe underlying interv.rl, is pre-
sent for the first time with a relative abundance between
5o/o and 10% in the differenr secrrons.
The Rossello bore-hole allowed us to correlate for
the first time the FO of Helicospbaera sellii to the sequen-
ce of relative abundance fluctuations of GLobigerinotdes
spp. It coincides with fluctuation 15 (Fig. 7), with an age
of 4.60 Ma.
Benthic foraminifera.
Benthic foraminifera have been generally used for
paleoenvironmental reconstruction. Cyclic changes have
been reported mostly in Pleistocene deep-sea sediments
of the North Atlantic, where they were assumed to re-
flect modifications in the deep water circulation, and re-
lated rc cooling of surface water (Streeter, 1973; Lutze,
1929; Schnitker, 1979, inter alios).
Zanclean foran'tinrferal assem.bLages from Capo RosselLo bore hole (Sici/y)
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Schnitker (1984), in the North Atlantic DSDP
Hole 552A, related Late Miocene to Quaternary benthic
foraminiferal fluctuations to insolation changes. In his
study these variations, displayed by e-mode varimax
component analysis and power-spectrum analysis, occur-
red at abour 2A kyr,40 kyr, 1OO kyr and 4OO kyr inter-
vals.
The sequence recovered in the bore-hole offers the
opportunity to study the benthic foraminifera fluctua-
tions in the Zanclean stratigraphic interval. In the paleoe-
coiogical study of this segment (Barra et al., Iggg) lZ2
benthic species are reported and the main change in the
assemblages has been recognized at the M pl l/M pI 2
boundary. During the M P1 1 biozone (L54.2 - 142 mbs) a
dysaerobic event, characterized by high reiative values of
[Juigerina pygmaed (up to 5Oolo) (Fig. 12), associated with
KarrerieLla bradyi, was related to sluggish bottom circula-
tion and, probably, enhanced preservation of organic
matter (Sgarrella et al., 1,997). Above 142 mbs, coinciding
with the base of the M PI 2 6iozone, the dominant as-
semblage abruptly changed and U. pjgmaea was replaced
by S. reticu/ata (Fig. 13), as dominant species, together
with C. bradyi, C. robertsonianus, 
^fl Atlantic deep-water
species (Schnitker 1,994, rnter alios), ? ariminensis and p
Code numbers of relative abundance fluctuations oÍ Globigerinoíles spp. according to Hilgen's (1991) lithologic cycles (on the lefr)
and according to the sequence of relative abundance fluctuations oÍ Globigerinoiles spp. reported in the pr"r.., prp". (on the 
'ght).The two different cocle numbers for the Roccella Jonica-Capo Spartivento composite section (Di St"f"ro .t il., 1996) rr. ."porr"J fo.
comparison (in brachets the code numbers reponed in this paper).
6b (7)
6a (6)
bulloides (Fig. 12) indicative of "normal" bottom condi-
tions. Pflum & Frerichs (I916) pointed out a morpholo-
gical intergradation between C. bradyi and C. robertsonia-
nus. Therefore, in this pa.per the percentage values of the
two species are lumped togerher, even if C. robertsonianus
is less abundanr than C. bradyì in the studied segment.
The results of the Q-mode Factor Anaiysis of the quanti-
tative data of the benthic assemblages are reported in
Barra et al. (1998). This analysis was performed on the
relative abundance of 32 species. \Ve only point out here
(Fig. ta) the opposite trend of rhe stratigraphic distribu-
tion of varimax factor loadings of Factor 1 and Factor 6.
Factor 1 explains a variance of 59o/o and is domin ated by
S. reticulata (factor score 0.896), whereas Facror 6 ex-
plains only 3olo of variance and is dominated by Cibici.
doides bradyi-robertsoniantts (factor score 0.59), together
with Pullenia bu//oides, Planulina ariminensis, Cìbicidot-
des ungerianus, Bigenerina nodosaria and Gyroidina so/da-
nii as low scored componenr. Most of the species which
dominate Factor 1 and Factor 6 are poorly or nor repre-
sented at the base of the bore-hole, during the M pl 1
biozone. Anyway, these species show rhythmic alterna-
tions, particularly evident for the more abundant species
(Figs. 12 and t3).
s (5)
(4)
(3)
)a
È'uo
These small-scale fluctuations are displayed mainly
by U. pygmaea in the M P1 1 biozone, and by S. reticulata,
and by the species which dominate Factor 6 (especially
C. bradyi, P. ariminensi.s and P bulloide) above this biozo-
ne. Planwlina ariminensis, which occurs vzith high per-
cent values (up to 20% of the assemblage) also in the M
Pl 3- M Pl 5 biozones, displays a peculiar bell-shaped
distribution in the segment referable to the M Pl 2 biozo-
ne (Fig. 12). This trend seems to indicate a large scale
fluctuation on a much longer time scale.
BN > 125 Stm is generally low, with 20 to 40 speci-
mens per gram and frequent fluctuations along the section
(Fig. t5). Values higher than 40 specimens per gram occur
only in coincidence of three intervals: (1) 149.84 -147.85
mbs; (2) 133.99-1.28.28 mbs; (3) 11.3.01.-11r.34 mbs. Also
this trend seems to indicate a large scale fluctuation.
Both the large-scale and the small-scale benthic fo-
raminiferal fluctuations are discussed beioq with refer-
ence to the cyclostratigraphrc record pointed out by the
relative abundance fluctuations oÍ G/obigerinoides spp.
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Relative abundance fluctua-
tions of Globigerinoides spp.
in the Capo Sprnivento sec-
tion labelecl according to
Sprovieri (1993) (or the
right) and according to the
reinterpretation proposed in
,hì.....". 1^.,h" l"fn
Correlation between benthic
and planktonic foraminifera
f luctuations.
Large-scale rhythmic f luctua-
tions.
Large-scale rhythmic fluc-
tuations were recognized in the
BN> 125 prm (Fig. '15) and in
the Planulina ariminensis quan-
titative distributions (Fig. 12).
BN > 125 S.tm, compared with
the fluctuations of the relative
abundance of G/obigerinotdes
spp.. shows that the three inter-
vals with higher values corre-
spond to fluctuations 9-11,26-32
and above fluctuation 46'r. The
base of these intervals with in-
creased abundance of benthic
sneci mens is iust above t he"r .-^^_'-'_"
rhick. essentially carbonatic cy-
cles 6. 22 and 4l of Hilgen
(I99I), respectively (Fig. 9).
Abundance of benthic foramini-
fers (> 150 pm) is generally rela-
ted to increase in productrvity (Berger & Diester-FIaass,
1988; Herguera & Berger, 1.991; Flerguera, 1,992). In the
bore-hole the short periods with increase in productivity
of benthic foraminifera effectively follow the cycles with
high carbonate productivity. Ve point out that these pe-
riods with increased abundance of benthic specimens
correspond to the iower part of the high seasonality in-
tervais in the astronomical ecce ntricity record of +OO kyr
(Hilgen, 1991).
The bell-shaped Planulina ariminensis quantitative
distributions trend occurs between about 4.8 and 4.4 Ma,
if a constant sedimentation rate is assumed between the
FCO of G. margaritae estimated at 5.13 Ma and the FO
of G. puncticulata estirnated at 4.52 Ma (Table 1). Conse-
quently, the maximum values o{ P ariminensls coincide
with a maximum in the eccentricity (400 kyr) astronomr-
cal record of Berger & Loutre (1991). The same result is
obtained if the P ariminensis distribution is compared
with the Globigerinoides spp. fluctuations. In fact, the
relative abundance progressively increases from about
Zanclean foraminrferal assemblages from Capo Rossello bore hoLe (Sicily)
Fig. 10
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Fig. 11 CICO: record in the studied
5eglnenl rnd cornprrison
with the relative abundance
fluctuations of Globigerinoì-
les spp. Fluctuations rnarkecl
by asterisk are tentetivelv
nurnbered-
136 mbs, in correspondence
with flrLcluet-ton 24. rnd gr"rdual-
ly decreases from abor-rt 117 mbs
upwilrds) in correspondence
wit h [lrrcLrr.rr ions 4i-44.
P artminensls is conside-
red rn epibenthìc forarninifer
from elevated microhabitats
(Lr-rtze & Thiel, 1989). The spe-
cies of this particular habitat are
relàted to the bottom warer
hldro,lin.rmics, becrtrse they are
gener,rlly suspension feeders and
frorn rn elev.rted srrbstrare rhey
are able to obtain the food sup-
piy transported by bottom cur-
rents (Linke & Lutze, f9%).
Therefore, the abundance of P
ariminen.sis testifies a good bot-
torn wrter circrrl.rrion drrring the
high sel.rsonality period. Thìs
hvpotlresis i. supporred hv chc-
nrical data (Fig. 12), because ma-
xim.r ol P a,itnine4sis corrc-
spond to the lowest values of
iron ,rnd sr-rlphur and, conse-
qnentlyJ to well oxygenated bot-
tom conditions.
Small-scale rhythmic f luctua-
tions.
Siphonina retìculata, Cibi-
ctdo ides bradyi-ro bertsonianus, P
arirninensis, P bulloides and L/.
P))gmaea are the species which
di'pJ.ry the most evidenr rhyLh-
n-ric flr-Lctuations of the percent-
age values.
Trb. 1 - Ag" of tLe calcareous
pìrnkton bio,trrriglrphìc
er.ents obtained in this p,r-
per. Correlation to the releti-
ve rbuncl'rnce flucturtions of
Clobigarinoides spp. 
"nd tothe iithologic cycles (Hilgen,
1991) are reported.
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Fig. 12 euantitative distributìon of FezOr and S, and comparison with the quantitative distributìon of four benthic foraminifera
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Relative abundance distribution o{ S. reticulata has
been compared with the Globigerinoides sPp. fluctuations
(Fig. 13). The two curves show a general oPPosite trend.
S. reticwlata fluctuations are not evident in the interval
corresponding to fluctuatton 19-20 and 28. In contrast,
two peaks are registered in correspondence with fluctua-
tion 33.
If percentage values of the species listed above in
Factor 6 and which show an opposite trend to that of
Siphonina are added to the Percentage values of U' mS
maea and K. bradyi, the first of which is abundant only
in the M Pl 1 biozone, we obtain the curve of thls assem-
blage which is compared with the curve of the relative
abundance fluctuations of Globigerinoides spp. in Fig. 16.
In this figure the benthic curve is reported as "diagram
2". These two curves are generally phase coincident, with
the exclusion of the intervals between fluctuations 18-28
and 4!-46, which straddle minima of astronomical eccen-
tricity record of +00 kyr.
'ù7e have considered the relative high abundance of
GLobigerinoides spp. as a proxy record of the marly beds.
Since the curve of "diagram 2" is generally phase coinci-
dent with the relative abundance fluctuations o{. Globige'
rinoides spp., we suggest that the peaks of this benthic
assemblage also coincide with the marly layers' At pre-
sent oniy the {J. ngmaea distribution supports this
hypothesis, as the species showed positive peaks of abun-
dance in the marly beds of the Caiabria sections (Di
Ttb. z - Intervals of dominant and
co-dominant species of the
benthic assemblage, and
their correlation to the litho-
logical cycles (sensu Hilgen'
1991) and planktonic cYcles.
BENTHIC DIAGRAM 2
OCIC IPLANKTONICT ANT
CYCLES CYCLES DOMINANT SPECIES SPECIES
110 K. bradyi, G. soldnmr
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Fig. 1l Coraparison between the re-
lative abundence fl Lrctuetions
of GLobigerinr:l/es spp" and
Stphonina. retioLlata. Only
some fluctu:rtions of GLobige.
rinoìcles spp. rre numbered
for reference.
Stefano et aI., 1996; Sgarrella et al., 1.997). The dominant
species of the benthic assemblage clearly show changes
along the studied segmenr (Table 2). ln addition to the
reported change at the M P1 1/ M Pl 2 boundary, small
differences in the dominant species are also present above
the M Pl 1 biozone. In particular, B. nodosaria and K.
l,radf i are dominant or co-dominant durinq minima of
eccentricity.
The comparison with the cycÌicity present in the
planktonic foraminiferal assemblage suggests that the
benthic rhythmicities are also related, even if not in rhe
same detail, to the astronomical precession cycles. Above
tl-re M Pl 1 biozone, both the Siphonina and the benthic
80.00%
.r'sembl.rge of "di.rgrrm 2" rrends
are less evident during minima of
eccentricity. Since the effect of
the precession is amplitude-modu-
LrLed by rhe eccenrriciry. wc srrg-
ge\t lhrr: l) benrhic cycles. reflec-
ting bottom seasonality effects,
rrc lnore evident during the mr-
ximr th.rn during the minim.r of
eccentricity of 400 kyr; 2) dunng
thc minim"r rhe .rgglurin.rred spe-
cies increase in abundance.
34 Discussion.
Origin of the Small-scale benthic
f luctualions.
The Siphonina reticulata
fluctuations.
Siphonina reticu/ata is an
epifaunal to transitional form
and is reported from areas with
relatit'eiy iow oxygen content
(Rathburn & Corliss, I994;
R;rti-rburn & Miao, i995). ln sa-
propelitic Mio-Pliocene sedì-
ments ol the eastern Mediterra-
10 ne:rn Katz & Thunell (1984) re-
cor.d r h js specics jn "non-s.rpro-
pel" assemblage. Therefore it
seerns roler;nt oi rel,rrively low
oxygen conditions, but able to
lire in.rn oxic environment.
. Siphonina is never abr,rndant or freqr"rent in Recent
sediments, and its distribution is not included in the
synthesis papers on benthic foran'rinifers by Boitovskoy
& Vright (1976) and Mr-rrray (1991). Nevertheless, its
stratigraphic distribution in the North Atlantic provides
an important docr.rmentation. S. retictr./ata r,.rs reported
as abundant frorn the late Oligocene to rniddle Miocene
in the North Sea (King, 1989). A more or less abundant
presence oÍ Siphonina in the Norrh Atlantic DSDP Srte
548 was reported in the same inrerval, with only one,
ràre occurrence at the base of the late Miocene (Poag &
Low, 1985). At iower latitr-rc'les of the North Atlantic S.
reticulata is recorded by Cita & Ryan (1928) up to rhe
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iate Messinian of the Bou Regreg section (Morocco). In
the epibathyal zone of the Mediterranean (Tyrrhenian,
Calabria and Sicily) it is frequent to abundant during the
late Miocene (AGIP, 1982; Sprovieri et al., 1.996), and
from the lower Pliocene (AGIP, i982; Thunell et a1.,
1991;Bxra et al., 1998) to middle Pliocene (Sprovieri &
H,rsep.rw,r. 1990). Tr s;h"ndrn,^e onlv in rhe Mediterra-
nean during the Pliocene seems to indicate that S. reticu-
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the benthic forarninifere fac-
tor loedings (Factor 1 and
f:cror t) in rhe ,rLrdied seg.
tnent.
lata tn this stratigraphic interval
was endemic or quasi-endemic
in this area. The srrong reduc-
t ion or total ebsence of t his spe-
cies lnd o[ lhe genus during rhe
middle Miocene seems an event
restricted to the North Atlantic
area, where Neogene deep-water
circulation patterns indicate that
Northern Component Vater-
proto NADV (NCW) was estab-
lished iust durinp r he middle*---'-b 
"'
Miocene (\ùZright & Miller,
1996). Ve suggest that this rela-
tionship indicates that Siphonina
was not tolerant of this deep-wa-
.;-..,1^,:^- ^L.-^e. Conse_rrrruldLruu rrlalró!
quently, in the North Atlantic
t he northermost boundary of
the are.rl distribution ol this ge-
nus shifted to lov-er latitudes
(during the lrte Miocene), and
then it was restricted to the Me-
diterr,rne;n drrrinq rhe lower*"ijlJb
part of the Pliocene. Near the
top of the middle Pliocene (mid-
d1e part of the M Pl 5 biozone)
S. 
"ericulata was srrongly redu-
ced even in the Medterranean
(Sprovieri, 1978; Sprovieri &
Hasegawa, 1990). We conclude
, L ., 
-^1.,,:,.^ L;-L .L..ndance o[urórr 4u u
Siphonina m;y be indicative, in
the Mediterranean epibathyal
lower Pliocene, above the M Pl 1
biozone, of coeval dominance of
peculiar Mediterranean water
rn,ìs\es. verv difl:erenr from t he
deen or inrcrmedi.rte Atl.rntic
waters (NCV-proto NAD\V).
S. rettculata and Globigerinoides spp. trends are ge-
nerally antithetical (Fig. il). Since Globigerinoides spp.
peaks are indicative of *'erm surface wJters) we suggest
that S. reticulata peaks coincide with periods of relati-
vely cooler and more dense surface w;1ters. These cool
surface waters. sinking to t he bottom. gave origin to
mixing and promoted the mechanism of Mediterranean
deep water formation. Until 2.5 Ma the Mediterranean
Zanclean foraminrferaL assemblages from Capo Rossello bore hole (Sici\)
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GlobigerinoÍdes spp.
BN>125p
Fip. I5 - Str.rriprrnhic dis'ri[g1len o1
BN > 125 prn in the studied
seBment :nd cornprrìson
with the relative abundlnce
fluctuations of Globigerinoi-
des spp. Only some fluctua-
tions are numbered for refer-
ence.
The aqqomhlanc flUctUations
Frequences of [J. pygrnaea,
abundant in the M Pl 1 biozone,
ol C. bradyi-robertsonianus P ari-
minensis and P bulloides, abrn-
dant in the M Pl 2 biozone, are
plotted in Fig. 12. In the present
paper also chemical data are re-
ported in Fig. t2 and compared
wirh Uaigerina pygmaea quanti-
tative distributions. They show
very high FezO: and sulfur va-
34 lues in the same intervai (M Pl. 1
biozone) and, therefore, support
the previous interpretation of
dysaerobic bottom conditions.
High sulphur values are reported
from all the sapropels of the Leg
160 Site 969 (Emeis et a1.,1996).
P bulloides is a well identi-
fied ecological marker, reported
as a shallow infaunal species
(Corliss, 1991; Rathburn & Cor-
liss, 1994) and related ro high
flux of organic matter to the sea
floor both in the North Atlantic
10 (Haake et aI., 1,992; Mackensen
et a1., 1985) and in the South
Atlantic (Mackensen et al.,
1993). Conversely, C. bradyi-ro-
berBonianus eccl^^:^^l -r,,- .-^
02040
had an estuarine circulation (Rio et a1., 1990b) and bot-
tom or intermediate Mediterranean .water masses were
not present in the North Atlantic (Hay, 1993). Possibly,
this Mediterranean deep water originated as an interme-
diate layer above the cooler deep or intermediate Atlan-
tic waters (NC\f ?) present in the Mediterranean and
their westward areal distribution was delimited by the
presence of the Atlantic waters. We propose for this wa-
ter mass the name of EPMIW (Early Pliocene Interme-
diate Mediterranean Vater). On the base of the distribu-
tion of abundant S. reticulata. EPMIW was Dresent until
z.) lvt^.
l" not so clear, bec;use usually theòu species C. bradyi and C. robertso-
I
60
nianus were grouped together. C. robertsonianus rs repor-
ted as a typical species of North Atlantic Deep Vaters
(NAD\í) (Schnitker, 1994). C. bradyi rs considered an
intermediate infaunal (Corliss, i991) to transitional in-
faunal species (Rathburn & Corliss, 1994), tolerant of
Iow oxygen conditions (about 1.25 mI/I) in the deep-wa-
ters of the modern Sulu Sea (Miao Ec Thunell, tlll).
Rathburn & Corliss (1994) pointed out that C. bradyi
seems able to make use of limited or alternate food re-
sources. Although this species is reported by these aut-
hors in areas with low organic carbon content, in the
same area it is also recorded as abundant during glacial
conditions with a probably higher flux of organic carbon
to the sea floor (Miao & Thunell, 1996). Consequently, it
seems that C. bradyi can be considered an opportunistic
species. The comparison with the sulphur and iron distri-
btrtion shows that C. bradyi-robertsonianus increase in
abundance, above the M Pl 1 biozone, during intervals of
relatjve high values of these elements (Fig. t2). Probably
C. bradyi (which is more abundant than C. robertsonia-
nus tn the studied segment) is tolerant of siightly dysaero-
bic conditions due to increase in productivity or sluggish
bottom circulation.
As stated before, P ariminensls is an epibenthic fo'
raminifer from elevated microhabitat and is considered a
31'9
Comparison between the re-
lative abundance fluctuations
of GLobigerinoldes spp. and
t lre rot.rl .o..o.t rrl,'.< of
diagram 2. Oniy some fluc-
tuations of Globigerinoides
spp. are numbered for refer-
ence.
suspension feeding. Generally,
elevated suspension feeders
spreading pseudopodial net into
the water ingested richer and
fresher food particles originated
from lateral advection and not
depended on high vertical flux
rates (Linke &.L:utze, 1.993).
Clobigerino ides spp.. indi-
cative of warmer surface waters,
are abundant in the marls, in
good ;ereemenr wirh surfaceb""*
oxygen isotopic data from the
orrtcropping sections o[ Sicily
.rnd C.rl.rbri.r. in which they are
liphrer in m.rrlv rh.rn in lime-
stone beds (De Visser et al.,
1989; Thuneli et a1., 1991.; Yan
Os. et a1., 1994). Both data are
indicative that surface waters
were warmer and/or less saiine
in m.rrlv lpr.rvl heds These less"' -"-" J
dense surface waters could pro-
mote stratification of the water
column lnd reduced deep
rnixinp Ahove rhe M Pl 1 biozo--'-^/:"-b'
ne, this mechanism ìnduced a
decrease of the intermediate Me-
diterrlneln water [ormltion, te-
sr ilied hv t he relrr ive .rbund;nce
decrer*e ol S. reticulata, balanced
by the increase of the Atlantic
inrcrme,lirrc nr 
'-lee. q/.ì1g1 in
the epibathyal zone, testified by the increased abundance
ol P. bulloides. Moreover, P. arintinensis testify the presen-
ce of food supply mostlJ/ origin.rted from lateral advec-
tion. Consequently, during interwals characterized by
peaks of the assemblage of Factor 6 (Fig 16) the fo1-
lowing two hypotheses are possible: 1) increase of the
Atlantic colder deep water (NC'W ?) in epibathyal zone
and relatively increase in productivity (food supply) at
the bottom due to lateral .rdvection, and not necessarily
related to high surface productivity; 2) enhanced preser-
vation of organic matter at the bottom originated by the
stratification of the water column with reduced deep-
mixing.
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Conclusion.
Quantitative an.rlysis oI closely spaced samples
from the lower part of the bore-hole drilled across the
"Trubi" marls at Punta di Maiata, near Capo Rossello
(Sicily) allowed us to recogmze several calcareous
plankton biostratigraphic events. By correlation with the
sequence of reiative abundance fluctuations of GLobigeri-
noides spp. and with the precessional astronomic record,
their ages were obtained. They are well comparable with
the ages proposed by Lourens et al. (1996), but the age of
the FCO of Gt. margaritae is different, due to a different
interpretation of this bioevent, which we recognize in
coincidence with fluctuation 11 (lithologic cycie 10 of
Hilgen, 1991) and not with fluctuation 13 (lithologic cy-
cle 12 of Hilgen, 1991).If the relative abundance fluctua-
tions of Globigerinoides spp. are labeled with progressive
numbers, without "a" and "b" distinction for the fluctua-
tions included in the thicker than normal lithologic cy-
cles 6, 21, 22 and 41 of Hilgen (1.991),38 fluctuarlons are
present between the base of the Piiocene and the FO of
()t. puncticulara, which coincides with the upper part of
fluctuation 38. According to the relative abundance fluc-
tuations present in the M Pl 1 segment of the bore-ho1e,
two fluctuations are missing at the base of the Pliocene
sequence, and therefore the very base of the Pliocene is
localiy not represented. The sediments corresponding to
fluctuation 5 were lost in the core break between core 59
and core 60. For the first time the Pliocene FO of É1.
selLii was correlated to the sequence of relative abundance
flnctuations o{ Globigerinoides spp.lt coincides with fluc-
tuation 35, with an age of 4.60 Ma.
llomn rrcrl *ir h .l.rrkt.rie rel.rt ir-e abundance
fluctuatìons, we have obser-ved a relationship between
fluctuations in the benthic foraminiferal assemblage and
the astronomical record. BN > 125 pm and P ariminensis
distributions seem related to rhe eccenrriciry of 400 kyr.
S ip h o n ina re ti c u / a ta, C ib i c id o ide s brady i-ro b erts o n ian u s, P.
F. SgarrelLa, R. Sproaieri, E. Di Stefano, A. Caruso, M. Sproz,ieri, G. Bonaduce
ariminensis, P bulloides and IJ. pjgmaea relative abundan-
ce fluctuations seem related to the precessional record.
High BN ) 125 ptm, which indicates periods of high
productivity, follows intervals of high carbonate produc-
tivity. Increase in abundance of P ariminensls indicates
good bottom water circulation during maxima of eccen-
tricity.
S. reticulata and Clobigertnotdes spp. fluctuations
are generally antithetical. Above the M Pi 1 biozone,
during maxima o{ S. reticulata the Mediterranean circula-
tion was probably characterized, in the epibathyal zone,
by deep-mixing and increased production of Mediterra-
nean intermediate water. In contrast, the quantitative di-
stribution of benthic assemblage of Factor 6 on one side
and of Globigerinoides spp. on the other side rre genenl-
ly covariant. During maxima of this benthic assemblage,
stratification of the wrter coIumn.rncl reduced deep
mixing occurred in the epibathyal zone of the Mediterra-
nean. In the M Pl 1 biozone, the dominance of U. py1-
maea, fogether with high sulphur and iron content, indi-
cate under-oxygenated bottom conditions, induced by
sluggrsh bottom circulation and enhanced preserwation of
organic matter. Above the M PI 1 biozone, the relative
reduction o{ S. reticulata probably testifies the decreased
formation of the Mediterrànean intermediate wàter ba-
lanced by an increase or thickening of the Atlrntic deep
or intermediate water, testified by an increase in abun-
dance of P bulloides and C. bradyi-robertsonianus. This
mech.inism gave rise to ln increrre in producrivity at the
bottom due to the growth of the Atlantic water or to
enhanced preservation of org.rnic mrrrer at rhe bortom,
as consequence of stratification of the water column.
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